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ABSTRACT 
The matrix variational Pade approximant and its generalization to elastic wave scattering are dis-
cussed. Predictions of the method for the scattering of a longitudinal plane wave are compared with the 
exact scattering from spherical voids and inclusions. Its predictions are also compared to those of the 
first and second Born approximations and to the standard matrix Pad€ approximant based on these Born 
approximations. 
INTRODUCTION 
This is a preliminary report on the applica-
tion of the Lippmann-Schwinger variational princi-
ple to the scatTering of elastic waves from voids 
and inclusions. This particular variational prin-
ciple has the advantage of being formulated in 
terms of the scattering matrix and hence directly 
giving the physical quantities of experimental 
interest. The trial functions used in this appli-
cation of the variational principle allow the sta-
tionary value of the variational form to be expres-
sed in a compact block-matrix form with the block-
matrix elements corresponding to terms in the Born-
Neumann series solution to the integral equation 
of scattering. 
Our principal motivation for using the varia-
tional approach is to develop a method for treating 
the scattering of elastic waves from complexly-
shaped defects when the wavelength of the incident 
wave is comparable to the size of the defect and 
from collections of defects. Presen~ ~ethods, like 
the eigenfunction expansion methods, - are for 
practical reasons limited to axially-symmetric 
defects and are awkward to apply to a collection of 
defects. 
Below we summarize some exact results from the 
integral equation approach to scattering theory. 
Then we discuss four approximations: the first and 
second Born approximations, the [1/1] matrix Pade 
approximant, and the variational approach, formally 
called the variational matrix Pad€ approximant. 
The first two approximations are necessary compon-
ents to our application of the fourth approximation. 
We include the third method as a way to bridge the 
variational method and the two perturbation approxi-
mations. 
EXACT RESULTS 
The integral equation describing the scatter-
~n~ of an elastic wave from voids and inclusions 
1S 
( 1 ) 
where u~(r) is the incident wave. gij(r,r') is the 
Green's function, and vjk(r) describes the void or 
inclusion. If the void or inclusion is embedded 
in an unbounded, isotropic medium, then 
(
_,. _,. 1 ) = l ~ 20 eiSR +-9- __j__(eiaR _ eiSR\l gij r,r ~ S ij R ax. ax'.\R R JJ 
1 J (2) 
with 
R = Jr - -;. 1 
and a and S equal to the longitudinal and transverse 
wavenumbers. We also have that 
v .. (rl = opw 2e(r)o .. + ocik"Q, -0-- e(rl .}..- (3) 
1 J 1 J J o k oX Q, 
with op and oC. "kQ. equal to the density and stiff-
ness differenc~~ netween the flaw and host material 
and with 
_,. ll' for r inside the defect 
e(r) = 
0, otherwise 
(4) 
The parameter pis the density of the host mqterial, 
and w is the circular frequency of the incident 
wave. 
In the far-field the solution to (1) has the 
form 
with the scattered amplitudes given by 
r:ir:/j(;l (5a) 
(a .. - r1-r .)f .csl 1 J J J (5b) 
and the f-vector defined by 
7 k2 jd_,. -ik·r _,. _,. f 1. (K) = ~ dr e v .. (r)u .(r) 1TPW 1J J (6) 
where t = kr and r is the direction of scattering. 
The quantity of experimental interest is the 
differential cross-section. If the incident wave 
is a plane wave of the form 
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(7) 
then the differential cross-section 
for the longitudinal component of the scattering is 
(8) 
There is an alternate integral equation 
approach to the scattering that is formulated in 
terms of the scattered amplitudes~ If both sides 
of (1) were operated Q_n by exp(-il<•r)v .. (r) and 
then integrated over r, it follows fro~J(6) that 
(1) is now equivalent to 
-r k2 [fi-+ -ik·r -+ ij(O.y: f 1.(K) = ~ dre v .. (r)uje + ~npw- 1J 
(9) 
so with the definitions 
( 1 O) 
( 11 ) 
and the use of the Fourier transform of (2), 
the equation (9) becomes 
Tij(k,k0 ) = Vij(k,k0 ) + ~qVik(k,q)Gk~(q)T~j(q,k0 ). 
(12) 
The matrix function T .. (k ,1(0) has the follow-
ing simple relation to the 1 ~cattered amplitudes 
where A and ~ are th~ tsm~ parameters. 
matrix function vij(k, ) equals 
where 
( 13a) 
(13b) 
The other 
(14) 
tij(k,k0 ) = [opw2 - o~(k·k0 )]oij - oAkikJ - o~k~kj 
( 15) 
and the shape factor 
( 16) 
Several additional definitions and equations 
will prove useful. First, if w~ use (9) for inci-
dent wave and if we define Uij(r) by 
u.(r) = u .. (r)d. 
1 1 J J ( 17) 
then we can rewrite (1) as 
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0 (-+) fi-+· (-+ -+,) (-+') (-+') Ui~ r + r gij r,r vjk r Uk~ r (18) 
where 
• -+o -+ 
Uo (-+) _ ~ 1 k • r . i£ r - "He (1 9) 
Also, we note that the specific formula for the 
scattering matrix is now 
-t ... o r-+ -ik·r -+ -+ Tik(K,K ) = jdr e vij(r)Ujk(r). (20) 
APPROXIMATIONS 
The First and Second Born Approximations - A formal 
solution to the integral equation for the scatter-
ing matrix can be obtained by iterating the equa-
tion to produce what is often called the Born-
Neumann series. If only the first term in this 
series is used (i.e., no iterations are performed), 
then the resulting approximation is called the 
first Born approximation. The first Born approxima-
tion to (12) corresponds to7 
(21) 
If the first two terms of the Born-Neumann 
series are kept (i.e., one iteration is performed), 
then the approximation is called the second Born 
approximation. For (12) the second Born approxi-
mation corresponds to 
where 
T~})(k,k0 ) = vij(k,k0 ) 
T~~)(k,k0 ) =~dqtik(k,q)S(k,q)Gk~(q) 
• S(q,kO)t~j(q,kO) • 
(22) 
(23a) 
(23b) 
The matrix functions T~jl and T~~) are called the 
first and second Born terms. J 
The evaluation of the second Born term is not 
a trivial numerical task. Normally, the second 
Born term is a 6-dimensional integral with a singu-
lar integrand. In our particular case, because 
the defect volume is assumed to be finite, the 
integral is finite. The way we chose to express 
the second Born term has reduced the dimensionality 
of the integration to 3; the integrand is still 
singular, but the integral is now infinite. A 
possible advantage to the present approach is the 
isolation of the shape dependence of problem in the 
shape factor (16)o How the second Born term is 
integrated numerically is essentially independent 
of the flaw shape. The shape factor is just some 
subroutine, usually a simple one since (16) can 
often be evaluated analytically or else reduced to 
a one or two-dimensional numerical integration. 
Through the shape factor it is also easy to 
study multiple defect problems. For example, for 
N identical defects whose centroids are located by 
Ri, the shape factor gets replaced by 
= 
N 
s(k.i<0 ) L 
i = 1 
where S(k,k0 ) is the shape factor for one of the 
defects. The summation in the above is called the 
structure factor. 
The [1/l] Matrix Pad~ Approximation If f(x) is a 
matrix function of x and if 
f{x) = I(O) + I(l )x + F(2)xz + ••• 
then the [M/N] matrix Pade approximation to f(x) is 
defined by8 
I[M/N](x) = £M(x)~{x)-l 
where 
~(x)f{x) - £M(x) =~xM+N+l). 
( 25a) 
(25b) 
(For compactness, we now denote matrices by under-
lined, capital Roman letters. Below, all matrices 
representing physical quantities are 3x3.) 
Specifically, from (18) and {20), 
l_[l/l](k,kO) = _tl)(k,kO)[l_(l )(k,kO) 
_ l_{2)(l(JO)]-l l_(l )(i(,i(O) • (26) 
Hence, if the first two terms of the Born series 
are known, it is a trivial procedure to evaluate 
the [1/l] matrix Pad~ approximant. The result may 
be a better approximation than given by the second 
Born approximation. 
Technically, the definition (21) is of a left-
handed matrix Pad~ approximant. If fM{x) is 
inverted instead of the ~{x), then a right-
handed matrix Pade approximant is defined. The 
different definitions can be shown to give equiva-
lent answers. 
The Variational Matrix Pad~ Approximant - First, we 
identify W(rJ as the matrix function satisfying the 
adjoint equation of (18) 
(+· o(+) ~-+ * -+ -+ (+ (+ !'!_ r) = !'!_ r +;dr' l!_ (r,r')~ r')!'!_ r) ( 27a) 
where 
++ 
!'!_o{1) = I eik•r. (27b) 
Next, we operate on both sides of (18) with 
w*(r)V(r), integrate over r, and subtract (20) from 
the result to find 
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Clearly, if W{r) and U(r) are exact, the above is 
an exact expression for the scattering matrix. 
The expression also h~s the fe~ture that considered 
as a functional of W{r) and U{r) it is stationary 
with respect to inde~endent and arbitrary varia-
tions of W(1) and U(r) about their exact values. 
When used-as a varTational form, the expression 
is a generalization to elastic wave scatterin§ ?f 
the Lippmann-Schwinger variational principle. -
There are many ways to choose the trial 
functions !'!_{r) and Q(r). We chose 
~ (i) ik(i)."t 
.l:!.(r) LJ a e 
i=l -
~ (") .+k(i).+ !'!_{r) = ~ b 1 el r • 
i=l -
(29) 
When (28) is made stationary with respect to these 
choices, 
and (28) can be expressed in the following compact 
form 
(30a) 
where we have defined 
X .. = T(ll(k{i)J{j))- _T( 2)(k(i)J{j)) (30b) 
-lJ -
Equation (30) is a block-matrix equation: Matrix 
multiplication is done by the rule of block-matrix 
multiplication. The transpose operation is on 
block elements and not on the individual matrices 
comprising those elements. In (30) the need to 
calculate the first and second Born approximations 
is evident. The reader should compa~e (30) with 
(26). 
RESULTS 
For an incident longitudinal plane wave we 
computed the longitudinal backscattering from 
spherical defects predicted by each of the four 
approximations and compared the results to the 
exact r§attering from spherical voids and inclu-
sions. We studied the breakdown of the approxi-
mations as ka is increased and as the density and 
stiffness of an inclusion is incrementally 
decreased from that of the host material to that of 
a void. (k is the scattered wave number, and a is 
the radius of the sphere.) 
For the variational part of the calculation 
our trial function was 
( 31) 
not a serious choice. It was, however, an effec-
tive and convenient choice to study the internal 
behavior of our computer program. (If (31) were 
used to calculate the forward scattering, then the 
two wave vectors in (31) become equal, and the 
square matrix in (31) becomes singular and non-
invertible. With (31) and the second Born term, 
only two additional second Born terms are needed 
for a non-trivial variational calculation.) 
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ational calculation, when (31) is used, is never 
better than the first Born approximation. In Fig. 
1 we plotted our results only for the second Born 
approximation. Including the results of the other 
calculations clutters the figure without revealing 
more information than what was just said. Pre-
sently we are trying to find a more reasonable 
choice of trial functions. We will report our 
results elsewhere, accompanied by a more expansive 
treatment of the theoretical methods. 
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Fig. 1 The longitudinal backscattering from a 
spherical void and inclusions that is pre-
dicted by the second Born approximation 
plotted as a function of ka. Each line is 
for an inclusion whose density and Lam~ 
parameters are reduced by a factor of 0.1, 
0,3, 0.5, and 1 .0 relative to the host 
medium. The reduction of 1 .0 corresponds 
to a void. 
We were uncertain how well the variational 
calculation would work, but believed that the 
second Born approximation would have larger ranges 
of validity than the first Born approximation and 
that the [1/1] matrix Pad~ approximant would be at 
least valid as the second Born approximation. This 
is what we found. Additionally, we found the vari-
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SUMMARY DISCUSSION 
Bruce Thompson, Chairman (Rockwell Science Center [now Ames Laboratory]): We have, perhaps, time for 
one question. 
Jim Rose (Ames Laboratory): What's included in the scattering? Any double scattering? What have you 
left in and what have you left out? 
Jim Gubernatis (Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory): With respect to variational principle, that's not 
always a reasonable question. What I am doing can not be described as a perturbation 
approach. Variational principles in general are non-perturbative. With this particular choice 
of variational form, it's simply that along with computing the variational results, I also 
compute the perturbations. I am not identifying something in a small parameter. What I am 
attempting is to choose a trial wave function which to some extent has an approximate 
relationship to the physical answer, so what has to be put into the calculation is intuition. 
Jim Rose: What's your perturbation to the pade? 
Jim Gubernatis: The pade I'm not interested in. I am unclear of the full significance of the word 
"pade" in the matrix. Variational .pade approximant method other than the results are 
expressible in what is called in the pade literature as the nutall compact form. So the method 
is really a variational principle. At least I don't see, with respect to pade approximants 
what it's doing for you other than it does preserve the symmetry (reciprocity) of your 
matrices. I don't think of the method in terms of perturbations. 
Unidentified Speaker: Where is the literature on the method? 
Jim Gubernatis: For a start, there were several papers which appeared two years ago in Physical 
Review. By Bessis and some co-workers. 
Bruce Thompson, Chairman: Thank you, Jim. I think perhaps we had better go on. 
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